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ON OSCILLATION OF SOLUTIONS OF DIFFERENTIAL 
INEQUALITIES WITH RETARDED ARGUMENT 
PA VOL MARUSIAK, 2ilina 
(Received March 23, 1977) 
We consider the following differential inequality 
(1) flXO y«- »(t)]' + f(t, y(t), y[h(t)}} sgn y[h(t)] <; 0, n Z 2 , 
where 
(2) r : [0, oo) -^ (0, oo); h : [0, oo) -+ R ; 
/ : [0, oo) x R2 -» R are continuous functions , 
(3) h(t) g t, lim h(t) = oo for t -> oo , 
(4) y/(*, x, >>) > 0 for (f, x, y) e [0, oo) x R2 , x^ > 0 ; 
|/(r, x l f y0| ^ )/(*, x2, y2)\ for |x.J ^ |x 2 | , \yt\ ^ |y 2 | , xxx2 > 0, 
yiy2 > 0 , x i y i > 0 . 
Denote by W the set of all solutions y(t) of the differential inequality (l), which 
exist on a ray [t0, oo] a [0, oo) and satisfy 
sup {|y(s)| : s ^ t} > 0 
for every f e [f0, oo). 
A solution y(t) e Wis said to be oscillatory if the set of zeros of y(t) is not bounded 
from the right. Otherwise the solution y(t) e W is said to be nonoscillatory. 
Definition 1. We shall say the that the inequality (1) has the property A if every 
solution y(t) e W is oscillatory for n even, while for n odd is either oscillatory or 
y{i)(t) (i = 0,1,..., n - 2) and r(t) y^'^t) tend monotonically to zero as t -* oo. 
Definition 2. Let me {0, 1,..., n — 1}. We shall say that the inequality (1) has 
the property Am if every solution y(t)e W is either oscillatory or y
{i)(t) (i = m, 
m + 1,..., n -~ 2) and r(f) /n"*1>(r) tend monotonically to zero as t -• oo. 
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The oscillatory properties of solutions of differential equations of the n-th order 
with the term [r(0 ^""^vO]' (n = 2, n = 2, r(t) > 0) are studied, for example, 
in [1, 2, 4, 7, 9 — 12]. In this paper we shall prove sufficient conditions for the ine­
quality (1) to have either the property A or A0. 
Finally, with the help of the inequality (1) we shall prove a sufficient condition for 
the equation (r) to have the property Am, m e {0, 1,..., n — 1}. Our results generalize 
some of those in the papers [1 — 3, 6, 9, 12]. 
Let us denote 
r(t) = max {r(s) : t\l f_ s S t} , 
b(t)=^\, b0~M{b(t):t = t0}, 
r(t) 
* * ( 0 = f 4 r d x , fc = 0 , l , . . . , n - 2 , r e [0,oo), 
JTr(x) 
f < (x _ u)* 
Rk(t, u) =
 v . / dx, k = 0, 1, ..., n - 2, u = t, 
Ju r(x) 
*>- - M ^ ( / L <,!» H ^ = ^ for ^ ) > o -
mm (r(s): h(t) ^ s ^ t] h(t) 
Let m e {0, 1,..., n - 1}, t0 e [0, co). Put 
D™ = {(', *i, y„ • •., xn, y„) e [0, co) x R
2n : *0 ^ h(.), 
(" - " - 1)! (bo \-'+l _xj_ (» - m + 1)! (K , A 
(«-/)! V 2 J - x m + 1 ' (n-/)! V 2
 W j 
IИ-J + 1 
< 
_ - - — , ( j = 1,2,..., m + 1), x.,+iJ_+i > 0 , Xj .^eK, 
(i - m + 2,..., n)}. 
Lemma 1. Let y(t),..., /" - 1 ) (f) be continuous functions of constant sign in the 
interval \t0, co) _ [0, co). // 
(5) y(t)[r(t)/'-l\t)]'^0, XO + 0 for t £ t0 ; 
(5') y ( 0 / " _ 1 ) ( 0 - 0 /<" ( = ' o , 
where the function r satisfies (2), then there exists an integer k e {0,1,.. . , n — 1}, 
n + k odd, such that 
(6) /%t)y(t)^0 (i = 0,l,...,fc), t ^ t 0 , 
(7) (-l)*+l>><0(0><0-0 ( . - k + l , . . . , n - l ) , . £ t o , 
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(8) l/^lZLibftf-*-^/*-^, where fce {1,2,..., w - 1} , 
Lt = - — (i = 0 , l , . . . , f c - l ) , r = 2"~%, 
(it - i - 1)! 
(9) \yw(t)\ = f-
k~x b{2n-k-xt) l / " - 1 ^ - - * - ^ ) ! , * = t0 , 
(10) i! ( ^ y ^ ^* I^(fc"°(0| =S j ! |^&--> (0| (I = 0, l , . . . , fc , i = 0 , l , . . . , j ) 
t > 2t« . 
Proof. Under the assumption (5'), assertions (6) and (7) follow from Kiguradze's 
lemma 14.2 in [5]. Further, we may suppose, without loss of generality, that y(t) > 0 
for t = t0. 
(a) Let fc = n — 1. Then (6) implies 
/*>(*) = 0, i = l , 2 , . . . , n - 1, t^t0. 
Using Taylor's theorem, the last inequality, and the monotonicity of [r(t) j>(n~1)(f)], 
we get 
(1I) yo(0 . -£• ̂ m AY + r ,<-.« fe^q. ds B 
/=o j ! \2J Jt/2 (n - i - 2)! 
~J./2 W ( n - i - 2 ) ! - ( n - i - l ) ! ^ / 1 
(i = 0, 1, . . . , n - 2 ) , t = 2f0. 
From (11), we obtain (8) for fc = n — 1. 
The inequality (9) for fc = n — 1 is evident. 
(b) Let ke {0,1,. . . , n — 3} and let n + fc be an odd integer. Then, in view of 
Lemma 1 in [8], we get 
(12) yw(t) = Ijt"-'"
3 /""3)(t) , t = 2"-*"2f0 , 
2-("
-2>2 
L ' = I — ^ ' ('' = ( U k _ 1 ) ' 
(n - i - 3)! 
and 
(13) ym(t) ^ f " - * - 3 / " - ^ " - * " 3 * ) , t = t0 . 
With the help of (7) and (5), we get 
(14) - /" _ 2 )( t /2) = P /""^(s) ds = - fe(t) / " -^( t ) , t = 2t0 . 
Jt/2 2 
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For t ^ 4f0, using (6), (7) and (14), we obtain 
(is) y--> (i) = y-» (i) - / -> (i) > - i /-
2> (i) = £ HO y-'W • 
The inequalities (15), (12) and (13) imply (8) and (9). 
If k e {0,1,. . . , n — 3}, then the inequality (10) follows from Kiguradze's lemma 
in [5]. It remains to prove (10) for k = n — 1. 
Let k = n — 1. Using (6) we can show that 
/"---'>(,) ^ i / - ' - ! > ( i ) , (i = l , 2 , . . . , n - 2 ) , . = 2<0. 
Utilizing the last inequality and (6), we can easily verify the correctness of the 
following relation 
(16) (1 + i) /"-2-'>(t) - P |"i / - - ' - " (S) - ^ s /•-'>(-)] ds = 
= (1 - bo)/"-
2-f>0) + *»r/--'-->(i) + *2 [/»-«-->(,) - i/»-«-« fiYj ^ 
^ l / " - H ) ( ( ) . 0 = 1 . 2 B - 2 ) , tZ2t0. 
For i = n - 2, 
(17) y<"-2>(f) = --$ * /"-"(t) = ---. Z""
1^) , f = 2/0 
follows from (11). 
Further, (16) and (17) imply 
(1 + i) /"-2-->(.) = ^ f ,.<-'-»>(<) , . = 2f0 , (i = 0, 1,..., n - 2). 
For fc = n — 1, (10) follows from the last inequality. 
This completes the proof of Lemma 1. 
Lemma 1 is an extension of Lemma 2 in [9]. 
Lemma 2. Let (2) -(4) hold. 
(a)I/ 
<18> f! = -





<w) r(^!j /<s'^ ) |d!)*-
for every c 4= 0 and T ^ 0, fhen conditions (5) and (5') hold for every nonoscillatory 
solution y(t) e Wof(l) such that Urn y(t) =# 0. 
Proof. We assume, without loss of generality, that y(t) > 0 for t g t0. Then, in 
view of (3), there exists tt ^ t0 such that y[h(f)] > 0 for * ;> fj. From (1), with 
regard to (4), we obtain 
(20) [<0 /"-'W g - / (*, y(t), y[h(t)J) < 0 for * £ f. . 
(a) If (18) holds, then using the same method as in Lemma 1 in [9], we get 
y(n~i:(t) > 0 for f £ f,.. 
(b) Via contradiction we prove that j ^ " " 1 ^ ) > 0 for t ^ tlm We suppose that for 
some t2 ^ tx we have /*~
1)(r2) g 0. Then (20) implies y^'^t) < 0 for f *> r2. 
If lim y(t) > 0, then there exist e > 0 and f 3 ^ f2
 s u ch that y(t) g e and y[h(*)] ^ 
^ e hold for every t ^ f3. Thus (20), under the assumption (4), yields 
[r(t) y<*-l\t)y ^ -f(t, e, e) < 0 for t ^ i3. 
Integrating the last inequality from T(T*z t3) to t and using y
{n~x\t) ^ 0 for 
t ^ t2 we have 
y ( - » ) ( ř ) á - ^ f / ( s , e , 8 ) d 5 . 
KOJr 
Integrating the last relation from T to f, with regard to (19) we get Hm y(n~2\t) = 
= — co which contradicts the positivity of y(t) for t ^ t0.
 t~>0° 
The proof of Lemma 2 is complete. 
Theorem 1. Let r, h,f be functions satisfying conditions (2), (3), (4). Let K, a, <5 
be constants (K > 0, 0 :g a < 1, 5 > 0) and # : [0, oo) -* [K, oo) a continuous 
function such that 
(21) |/(r, ff(0 x, ^(0 >.)| = [^(03- |/(t, x, ^)| 
holds for every t ^ 0 and \y\ Si 5, \x\ ^ 5. 
(a) If (18) and 
(22) p / ( . , ± r - ' ( . ) I- 1 , i r " 1 ^ ) ] (h(0)"_1)| df = <*> 
hoW, then the inequality (1) /ias the property A. 
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(b) When (19) and (22) hold, then the inequality (1) has the property A0. 
Proof. Let y(t)e W be a nonoscillatory solution of (1) such that lim y(t) 4= 0. 
We assume, witHbut loss of generality, that r"*°° 
(23) lim y(t) > 0 . 
t-*oo 
Then, in view of (3), we can choose l0 such that y[h(f)] > 0 for every t ̂  l0. Then (1), 
with regard to (4), implies [r(t) J>(n~1)(0]' < 0 for t ^ 10. If any of the conditions 
(18) and (19) is satisfied, Lemma 2 implies y{n~ *\t) > 0 for t ^ ?0. Then by Lemma 1, 
there exists t0 ^ l0 such that the inequalities (6)—(9) hold for t ^ t0. 
Integrating (1) from t (t § t0) to oo, we get 
(24) ' oo > KO /"-1 }(0 = ["/(». y(s)> ?[*(*)])ds f o r f = 'o , 
and then, in view of the monotonicity of r(t) y(n""1)(f), we have 
(24') i{^0].v ("-1W0]^r/(-..v(-)..v[*(-)])d- for t £ h i> t0 . 
I. Let k e {1, 2,.... n - 1}. Then we obtain by (8) for i = 0 
(25) ;K0-s--o-<0<""1.v0,"1)(0. t % r-% = t2, 
(25') jC^i-^fcW'HWOr^-'W)] for --5.3. 
where L0 = 2~
n2j(n — 1)! and f3 is chosen such that 
h(t) ^ max {t29 tj] for f ̂  f3 . 
Let us denote 
<K0=pM-).3>Ws)])ds. 
From (25) or (25'), with regard to (24) or (24'), we get, respectively, 
(26) y(i)^L0f"\t)t
n"l^(t) for t £ t3 , 
or 
(26') yC^-i^^WOlWOr1^) for **h. 
Because k ̂  1, there exists 5 > 0 such that y(t) *z y[ft(0] -= * f°r ' -= *3- Then, 
in view of the monotonicity of the function/, (26), (26') and (21) we have 
(27) f(t, ?--(») f~\ r*\h(i)\ (h(t)f-1) z 
JSAMOCA,-KOV1. Jim^m-1) = 
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By integrating (27) from t3 to f4 (t3 < f4) we have 
(28) 
£ > , r\t) I""-, ?--[fc(r)] (h(O)-1) * * ^ j [(j"/(*. Xs)> 3{*(-)]) ds)1"]'3. 
From (28), in view of (24), we obtain 
7(t, f-'it) f-\ r - 1 ^)] l*(0r_1) dt < oo , Í: 
which contradicts (22). 
II. Let fc = 0 (n is an odd integer). Then (9) with fc = 0 implies in view of (23) 
(29) y(t) ^M0b(t)t
n-Xy(n-X)(t) for t = 2% , 
where 
M0 = inf J_iíì-І2-<--
1> ,>0. 
Further, using an analogous method as in the case I, we get a contradiction with (22). 
If (18) holds and fcє {1, 2,..., n - 1}, then, with regard to (6), (36) is fulfilled. 
In all other cases (i.e. either (18) holds and fc = 0 or (19) holds and fcє {0, 1,... 
..., n — 1}) we have to assume that (23) holds. But, as shown above, this leads to 
a contradiction with (22). Then lim y(t) = 0 for every nonoscillatory solution y(t) є 
í->oo 
є W. Henceitfollowsthat lim y^\t) = 0(î = 0 ,1 , . . . , n - 2) andlim Қt) y^-Щ = 
__ л í-*oo í-*co 
The proof of Theorem 1 is complete. 
Lemma 3. Let the assumptions of Lemma 1 be fulfilled. Let b0 > 0 and let 
h : [0, oo) -> K be a function such that (3) holds. Then there exists T ^ 2ř0 such 
that, for t ^ T, we have 
(зo) |з<0l = c <K0 W " 1 \УШÌ\ > ™here c = (2lboY-1 -
Proof. The case h(t) = t for t > 2t0 is trivial. Consider t such that t > h(t) ^ 2ř0. 
Without loss of generality, we assume that y(t) > 0 for ŕ ^ í0. Then, with regard 
to (3), (5) -(7), there exists tt ^ t0 such that for t ^ tt we have h(t) ^ ř0, and eitheг 
(a) y«Щt)] £ 0 (i = 0 ,1 , . . . . n - 1), (Щij\ / - * > [/»(.)])' Š 0 o t 
(b) yVЩt)] >= 0 (/ «- 0,1,. . . . k, ks {0,1,..., n - 3}, n + fc is odd) and 
/k+1Щt)] й 0. 
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Consider the case (a). Applying Tayloťs theorem and (5) we get 
<„> яo _•_' ŰШ((_ m + ___fl__^__] Г ! L = i Ľ љ s 
i-o i! ( » - - ) ! J*w r( s) 
_W-_£ľW_](,_ад)1. < __ 
'І^O ü 
Because of the assumptions of Lemma 1, (10) implies 
(32) (b0jiy (h(t)y /'>[«(0] _. Kk -1)... (fe - i +1) j[h(0] 
(i = 0, 1,..., fc), h(t) __ 2f0 . 
Usiiig (31) and (32) we get 
< w-*)-«)*«_£(";') ( ^ ' -
= 8 ( ' ) * ( ' ) ] ( _ | T J " fw K<)B2r„. 
From the last inequality we get 
y(t) £ C Q(t) y[h(t)] (H^f-
1 for t ^ T ^ 2t0 , 
where C _> (2/b0)
w~"1 and Tis chosen so that h(t) ^ 2t0 for r _> T. 
(b) Applying Taylor's theorem and the fact that yik+1)[h(t)] ^ 0 for h(t) ̂  t0 
we have 
i=o z! 
Next, using the same method as in the case (a) we get 
y(t) __ y[h(t)-] (H(t)f __ C Q(t) y[h(t)] (H^))"-
1 for h(t) __ 2t0 . 
This completes the proof 
Lemma 3 is an extension of Lemma 4 obtained by GRIMMER in [3], 
Theorem 2. Suppose that (2) — (4) are satisfied and, in addition, suppose that 
(i) r(t) ̂  r0 > 0 for t £ 0 and b0 > 0; 
(ii) there exist a positive continuous function <Pi(t) and positive nondecreasing 
continuous functions <p(i)9 q>2(t)9 $(i) for t ^ a such that q>(t) = <px(i) (p2(t)> 
(33) £%><-
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(iii) for x ^ y ^> a, t ^ b > 0, and for every constants cc, ft, y (where 0 < a ^ 1, 
/? > 1, y > 0) we have 
(34) lim inf *±Mk±ll > d /('» * ?) > 0 . 
,~» 9 i W ^ ( / J c ( 0 ( " ( 0 r i J ' ) " «P2(e(0(II(0)"_1) 
(a) 7/(18) holds and 
(35) f *•--(')/('.*?) d , = 00 , 
fhen inequality (1) has fhe property A. 
(b) If (19) and (35) hold, then inequality (1) has fhe property A0. 
Proof. Let y(t) e W be a nonoscillatory solution of (1) such that lim }!(*) 4= 0. 
We assume, without loss of generality, that t~*00 
(36) lim y(t) > 0 . 
y-*oo 
Further, exactly as in the proof of Theorem 2 we prove that the conditions of 
Lemma 1 and Lemma 2 are satisfied and the inequalities (5)-(9) and (24) hold. 
I. Let fce{l, 2,..., n - 1}. By virtue of (5)-(7) and the assumption r(t) ^ 
^ r0 > 0, it is easy to show that there exist constants a, y (0 < a ^ 1, y > 0) and tt ^ 
^ f0 such that 
(37) 5 y(r) ^ f"- , j/[h(r)] *> y for * ^ *0 . 
In view of Lemma 3, the monotonicity of the function «/>, (4), (34) and (37) we get 
f38) ffrMyWW ^jSyji)) 
v ; <p(y(t)) -Wl)9i(yit))' 
f(t,y(t),y[h(tj}) ^d f(t, y,y) 
<p2(c e(t) (/i(O)-
1 y[h(t)D ~ * ( 0 <Pi(Q(t) (my-1) 
for f >= Tj >= f.. 
I„. If k e {2, 3, ..', n - 1}, then (8) and the fact that b(t) ;> b0 > 0 imply 
(39) j(0 S Li t>ot""2 J("_1)(0 for t >= 2% . 
Let A: = 1 and lim y(t) 4= 0. Then (9), with regard to b(t) k b0 > 0, yields 
f-*00 




2"'2>0 *.. ІJ(22-»0J 
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Put B = min {Ltb09 L^Q}. Using (24), (39) and (40) we get 
m^Bt~rf(s9y(s)9y[h(s)'])ds. 
KO Je 
With regard to (38) and the monotonicity of y and q>9 after multiplying the last 
inequality by {<p(y(t))}~x9 we obtain 
(4i) JUL > B Zl rf(s,y(s),yjh(s)]) 
K } <p(y(t))~ KOJ. <p(y(s)) 




^ - 1 ) 9 2 ( ^ ) ( H ( # -
1 ) 
for t ^ T = max [Tl9 2%} . 
In view of (33), after integrating (41) from Tto t(t > T) we get 




which contradicts (35). 
Ifr. Let fc = 1 and lim y(t) = 0. Integrating (24) from t (t = t0) to oo we obtain 
f-»oo 
-/-->(/) £ J°°J?0(s, 0/(s, ?(s), >•[/.(-)]) ds . 
Repeating this procedure n — 3 times, we get 
(42) ( - 1 ) " ^ ^ r ^ i / ( s , X s ) , ^ [ « ( S ) ] ) d s for ,£.-„. 
J . (» - 3)! 
Multiplying (42) by {•pCKO)}1, using the monotonicity of the functions y, (p, (38), 
and the fact that n is even (n + fc is odd), we obtain 
,-43) * o ^ d r
 R"-^s- M * ^ >fl<'>i> d-- -
1 ' <p(y(t))- J . (n - 3)! <p(y(s)) 
^ _ ± _ r Rn-3(s,t)f(s,y,y) 
- ( » - 3 ) l J , ^ s - 1 ) ^ ^ ) ^ ) ) - 1 ) 
Integrating (43) from T to t (t J> T) and using (33) we get a contradiction with (35). 
II. Let fc = 0 (n is an odd number). In view of (36), (3) and (7), there exist constants 
a, s (0 < a S U £ > 0) and t2 2> f0 such that 
<Ty(0 = *""-, y[h(f)] = KO = « for t . > t 3 . 
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By virtue of the monotonicity of \j/9 (p2,f> the last inequality and (30) we have 
(44) nt v(t) v\h(is\) > ^ y{^ **Wtic yWWft' y®> yWW) > 
K ) JK,j\)>yiKW- Mf-1)cpMt)(H(t))'-1) 




"^-^^((Kowor 1 ) 
where 
K = *(*-) <p2(C0), C0 - i inf { - i g - 1 > 0 . 
c »gr3 (y[«(0J3 
It is obvious that (42) holds also for k = 0. Then (42) with n odd, in view of (44), 
implies 
A ; - (n - 3)! J , ^s"-1) cp2(Q(s) (H(s))-
1) 
Integrating the last inequality from T(^t3) to oo we get 
y(T) > y(T) - y(oo) > _ * - f" *•--(-. 7Vfr.«.«) 
A) A J ^ ^-(„-2) lJ ,*(»-») ^ ( ^ ( H W r 1 ) 
which contradicts (35). 
If (18) holds and fee {1, 2,..., « - 1}, then, with regard to (6), (36) is fulfilled. 
In all other cases (i.e. either (18) holds and k = 0 or (19) holds and ke {0, 1,..., 
n — 1}) we have to assume that (36) holds. But, as shown above, this leads to a contra­
diction with (35). Then lim y(t) = 0 for every nonoscillatory solution y(t) e W. 
t-+oo 
Hence it follows that lim y(i}(t) = 0 (i = 0, 1, ..., n - 2) and lim r(t) y^"1}(t) = 0. 
t-*oo r-*co 
The proof of Theorem 2 is complete. 
Remark. If \l/(t) = 1, it is evident from the proof that Theorem 2 holds without 
the assumption r(t) _ r0 > 0. 
In the case that n = 2, r(f) _ 1, we get Theorem 2.9 in [6]. 
Further, consider the following equation 
(r) {r(0 /"-'W + F{t, y(t), y[h0(t)l.... /'~
l\t), )><"-'>[>„-,(01) = 0, 
n _ 2, 
where 
(45) r : [0, oo) -> (0, oo), ht: [0, oo) -* R (i = 0,1,..., n - 1), 
F : D(= [0, oo) x R2n) -> R are continuous functions ; 
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(46) t = ht(t) for t = 0 and lim ht(t) = 00 (i = 0, 1,..., n - 1) ; 
* - * o o 
(47) j i F(i> xl5 yl9..., xn9 yn) > 0 for (t9 xl9 yl9..., xn9 yn) e D 
and xtyx > 0 . 
The next theorem follows directly from Theorem 1 and Theorem 2. 
Theorem 3. Let equation (r) fulfil conditions (45) —(47), and in addition, let there 
exist a function f which satisfies (2), (4) and 
\F(t9 xl9 yl9..., xn9 yn)\ = \f(t9 xl9 yt)\ 
for evety point (t9 xl9 yl9 ..., xn9 yn) e D^\ If inequality (1) has either the property A 
or A0 then equation (r) has the same property. 
Corollary. Let the function h satisfy conditions (2), (3). Let p be a continuous 
function and v, a real numbers such that p : [0, 00) -» (0, 00), v = 0, a > 1. If 
Vn-1 > ( 1- f f )[ / i(0] ( / ,~1 ) f fP(0^ = 00 , 
then the equation 
/">(() + p(t) \y{t)\> \y[h(t)f sgn y[h(t)] = 0 , n £ 2 
has the property A. 
Proof. If we put F(t9 xl9 yl9 ..., x„, yn) = p(t) \xt\
v \yx\
ff sgn yl9 i/̂ x) = 1, 
cpt(x) = |x|
v, (p2(y) = |y|
ff, then the assertion follows from Theorem 3 and Theorem 2. 
Theorem 4. Let me {1, 2,.. . , n — 1} and to f/ie conditions (18), (45)—(47), 
fc0 > 0 be fulfilled. Further, we suppose: 
(a) hm(*) g {min [h0(*), hfi),..., Am--.(*)]; * = 0}; 
(b) there exists a function f which satisfies (2), (4), and 
(48) \F(t, xl9 yl9..., xrt, yn)\ = |/(*, xm+1, ym+1)| 
for every point (t9 xi9 yl9..., xn, y„) e D
(*}; 
(c) the following inequality 
(49) {[<.) ̂ - "^(O] ' + /(*> 3<0. yMm ssn J W O ] ^ o 
has the property A. 
Then equation (r) has the property Am. 
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Proof. Let y(t) e Wbe a nonoscillatory solution of (r) such that 
liminf y<m\t) = C > 0 
t-*ao 
(the case lim sup y(m)(t) = C < 0 is treated similarly). 
f-+oo 
From (49), in view of (46), we get 
(50) y(0(0>0, y(0[/*f(*)] > 0 (i = 0, 1, ...,m) for * ^ f0 > 0 . 
Thus, with regard to (50), (47) and (18), it is obvious that the assumptions of 
Lemma 1 and Lemma 2 are fulfilled and therefore (5)—(10) hold, where m g fce 
e {0, 1,..., n - 1}, n + k is odd. By (10) and the assumption (a), it is easy to prove 
that the following inequalities 
(n - m - 1)! / V Y " - ' * 1 < /J-1>(f) 
K ' {n-j)l \2j ~ /")(») ' 
(n - m - 1)! /b 0 , / A
m" J + 1 ^ J'o"1)[*i-i(0] . 
hold. 
Evidently, u(f) = yim\i) satisfies 
(52) liminfu(r) = c> 0 
and, for f __ tl5 u(f) is a solution of the following equation 
(53) [r(f) «<"----)(»)]' + 
+ G(r,u(t) .-W')] - ("""""(').« ( ,"""1,[*.-i(<)]) = 0, 
where 
G(. x v x v ^ = F ( t ^ - x J _ M _ L V 
y - - " ( ' ) x /
m- i )[hm_1(t)] 
•- ' y(m)(0 *' y(m)[hm(t)] 
In view of the last relation, (47), (48) and (51) we get 
(54) yx G(t, xl9 yl9 ..., xn_m, yn^m) > 0 , 
(55) \G(t, xl9 yi9..., xM_w, yn„m)\ = \f(t, x15 y±)| for x ^ > 0 , 
xi9 yte R (i = 1, 2,. . . , n — m) . 
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By (c), the inequality (49) has the property A. Thus, with regard to (54), (55) and 
Theorem 3, the equation (53) has the same property. This leads to a contradiction 
with (52). Hence the equation (r) has the property Am9 m e {1, 2,..., n — 1}. 
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